The social network can be viewed as a chromatic graph of relations and entities. Thus, the community discovery in social network is essentially a problem of chromatic correlation clustering. This paper aims to develop metrics to measure the performance of community discovery algorithms in view of nonoverlapping strong communities. Three performance metrics, namely, chromatic density (CD), chromatic cut ratio (CCR) and chromatic conductance (CC), were proposed for thorough analysis on the output quality of chromatic clustering algorithms. In addition, synthetic graph generator was developed to generate sparse networks with few dense and strong communities. Five algorithms for chromatic correlation clustering, i.e. CB, ICB, LCB, OCB and RECB, were evaluated by the proposed metrics. The evaluation shows that the RECB is the most suitable algorithm for the discovery of strong communities in social network. The research results shed important new light on the detection of communities in social network.
model is not modelling the data entities rather modelling the interaction of these entities. Though generally, a simple undirected graph suffices the need, there may be need of labels. The labels may be used either to describe the 'intensity' of a relationship between nodes or there may be many kinds of relationship existing. When multiple types of relationships exist, weight of the edge is rather a label pertaining to the type of edge. Weighted undirected graph models for social networks have been adopted [3, 4] . Bonchi et al. [5] have come up with a chromatic graph model where the color labels of edges represent a type of relationship in any object network.
Community discovery is a problem of finding groups of entities that are linked to each other more than to others in the network. It can be considered analogous to finding connected components of certain degree in a graph but the problem is much more complex. Neither the number of nodes, or edges or minimum degree of vertices in a community is known a priori. This makes discovering communities very difficult. The size of networks is too large and highly sparse making it computationally difficult. Dynamism of social networks makes the theoretical works to be implemented in real time scenario very challenging. Several algorithms have been proposed for community detection in past decade and each differs in the model considered and definition of community accepted according to the application for which it is designed. Some commonly accepted definitions can be concluded to define a community as a group of nodes that have a dense connection among themselves as compared to sparsely outside the group. Several formal discussions of a community structure can be found [6] . Besides these, there are strong communities and weak communities [7] . Algorithms for strong communities are more variedly applicable.
Scope of this paper is to develop metrics to measure performance of community discovery algorithms in view of strong communities that are non-overlapping. We also develop a synthetic data generator that generates network structures with given sparsity and few strong communities.
RELATED WORK
A community detection algorithm is like any clustering algorithm that partitions the nodes of a network into few nonoverlapping subsets. Let network be ( , ) that is to be divided into number of communities, (K is unknown before execution of algorithm and is known only when the algorithm has partitioned the network). The partition can be denoted as Ω = { 1 , 2 , … , } such that each node participates in one and only one community, i.e., | 1 | + | 2 | + ⋯ + | | = | |. The function ( ) also called a performance metric may characterize a quality of the community either on the basis of the connectivity of nodes in or based on their differences. Yang and Leskovec [8] have summarized these scoring functions and grouped them into the following three broad classes. The metrics are collected from [6, [9] [10] [11] :
(A) Scoring functions based on internal connectivity: Internal density: It is the internal edge density of the node in community ω defined as
Edge inside: It is defined as simply the number of edges among the nodes in community, mathematically put as
Average degree: It is the average number of edges that any node has within the community , computed as
Fraction over median degree (FOMD):
Once the internal degree of all nodes in community have been measured, its median is computed as . The number of nodes that have degree higher than median contribute to strength of community, hence FOMD is computed as
Triangle Participation Ratio (TPR):
A triangle is smallest completely connected subgraph in any community and hence counting triangles gives a sense of strength of community. TPR is computed by counting number of nodes that are a part of triangle within the community, as 
Cut Ratio is the fraction of existing edges (out of all possible edges) leaving the cluster
(C) Scoring functions that combine internal and external connectivity:
Conductance: It is the measure of fraction of edges pointing outside the community out of all edges related to a community. It is computed as
Normalized Cut: Computed as
normalises the cut score. is the average fraction of edges of nodes in that point out of . Flake-ODF:
is the fraction of nodes in that have fewer edges pointing inside than to the outside of the cluster. Besides these, there are metrics that are based on the model adopted by the algorithm. Most of the times it is the objective function of the partitioning problem, or a function associated to the objective function. Concept of modularity [12] , density [10] , cohesiveness [13] are all a measure of how compact a community is. It leads to measure how strong a community is with respect to itself. The metrics like separability [9, 10] and edges cut [13] are a measure of how strong a community is with respect to other communities. Reader is suggested to read [14] for detailed description of many metrics related to community detection. But majority of these metrics are for unlabelled graphs.
CHROMATIC CORELATION CLUSTERING
Bonchi et al. [5] proposed the problem of chromatic correlation clustering. They suggested a model that extended Bansal et al's work [3] by introducing color labels on edges to represent categorical relations between objects in social media networks. Thus, objects at vertices of a network are joined through labelled edges and label is a color name that indicates the type of relation. For every absent edge in G, a special label l0 not belonging to the set of labels, is assigned to the edge. The formal definition of this model is stated below.
A Chromatic Graph can be denoted as = ( , , , 0 , ℓ) where is a set of vertices, ⊆ 2 is a set of edges( 2 is the set of all unordered pairs of objects in ), is a set of labels, 0 ∉ is a special label, and : 2 → ∪ { 0 } is a labeling function that assigns a label to each unordered pair of vertices in such that ℓ( , ) = 0 if and only if ( , ) ∉ .
Thereafter, the problem of chromatic correlation clustering is defined as partitioning the set of vertices such that the vertices falling in same cluster (subset) should be connected to each other through edges of same color label. Mathematically through objective function it can be described as a clustering : → and a clustering label : [ ] → needed to minimize the following cost
where, [. ] denotes the indicator function. Eq. (10) contains two parts intra and inter-cluster costs respectively where the former is a measure of homogeneity of the labels on the intracluster edges and the latter is a cost incurred by the objective function only if vertices and are adjacent, regardless of the ( , ) on the shared edge. Bonchi et al. [5] themselves have proposed two different algorithms to solve above problem. The Chromatic Balls (CB) algorithm randomly selects a pivot edge to begin a cluster and adds those points to the cluster which are connected to those already in cluster via edges of label same as cluster label. Thus, it gathers a ball or community out of entities that have similar relationship with more than one entity having that relationship among them. The lazy Chromatic Balls (LCB) algorithm appearing in same paper relaxes the condition of CB to include more entities in a ball. The LCB algorithm is heuristic and depends on the random selection of pivots based on probability proportional to the degree of vertex. Pivot edge is selected uniformly at random according to the probability of labels.
The performance guarantees of CB and LCB are not tight as the pivot selection at each iteration is done randomly [15] . The problem arises when the pivot edge chosen does not belong to the desired optimum solution. The Informed Chromatic Balls (ICB) by Gothania and Balabuksh [16] gives definition of good edge and bad edge in this respect. Good edge has more chances of being a part of an optimal solution and hence more probability of being chosen as pivot. Later Optimized Chromatic Balls (OCB) proposed [17] suggested how to pick a pivot so that the first community extracted pertains to a larger community. It counts the number of edges of each color occurring in the graph and thereby computes the probability of every edge to be chosen as pivot based on chromatic degree of its two vertices. The approach is to pick a pivot vertex first and the deciding which edge of this vertex to be taken as pivot.
Very recently, in our work [18] recursive extraction of chromatic balls (RCB) has been proposed that applies clique detection and extraction approach to a chromatic graph. Clique of certain labelled edges is extracted as a community. Strong connection with other vertices of any vertex in a ball is a requirement here. It assigns a chromatic label to each vertex and then assigns a cluster to each temporarily. These temporary clusters are evaluated on basis of value of cost function of chromatic correlation clustering. One with lowest cost is assumed to contain a strong community which can be extracted as a clique.
PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MATRICS
The graph model we have assumed for our experiments and study are explained here. The graph model has to be related to the chromatic correlation clustering problem. Hence, we assume an undirected labelled chromatic graph. Entities in the interaction network are denoted as nodes of graph. The relationships or interactions between objects form edges between nodes. The interactions may be more than one type.
The labels on edges are such that each label corresponds to a colour/relationship. A special label denotes absence of edge between nodes.
Chromatic correlation clustering has an objective function associated with it which is a cost function. A lower value of cost function indicates better clustering. Yet, there is a need of other metrics too for judging quality of community structure discovered by any chromatic correlation clustering algorithm.
Picking ideas from above discussed metrics, we adapt them for the chromatic clustering problem. A metric for intrinsic property, a metric for extrinsic and one for combining both are required. The metrics proposed are:
Chromatic density -the fraction of edges in a cluster of same colour as the label of cluster out of all possible edges in the cluster is called chromatic density. Thus, total edges for a cluster are analyzed. The edges with both vertices inside the cluster and having same label as cluster contribute towards CD. The edges with a vertex inside the cluster and another outside the cluster but label same as the cluster contribute towards both CCR and CC, with different denominators. The metric CD takes into account the correctly clustered vertices. For any algorithm of community detection in a chromatic correlation clustering problem to be successful, the chromatic density of discovered community should be high; chromatic cut ratio should be low indicating that community is more cohesive and less adhesive towards other entities. Similarly, chromatic conductance should be low. 
METHODOLOGY

Synthetic graph generator
Select L non-overlapping subsets of V, assign one label to each. The number of nodes per subset is computed as
Join every vertex in a subset to every other vertex in it with edges labeled with label of subset.
Connect vertices in different subgroups and remaining vertices randomly through edges until required number of edges is formed.
This method produces sparse networks that have very dense subcomponents within them.
Using the proposed performance metrics
The metrics suggested are measured for individual communities discovered in the network. Often algorithms are designed to extract all possible communities from the network and every community has a different measure of the metrics. Instead of comparing some combined metric value like sum or average of metric values of all discovered communities, it is better to compare the values for the largest community discovered. This is justified because several algorithms aim at discovering only one large community, if it exists in a sparse social network.
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
During experiments, the parameters were taken as L=4 and s=0.9 while value of N was varied from 1000 to 2000. The output of every algorithm is arranged in decreasing order of chromatic density and thereafter largest of top L communities is picked for recording the result. The results can be interpreted into following observations and conclusions, as shown in Table 1 :
Runtime -Runtime of ICB and RECB are too high as compared to others as it also includes the time required for preprocessing the input graph. Due to heuristic nature of CB, minimum runtime is achieved in every set of experiments.
Number of communities discovered -CB algorithm shows a general tendency of discovering a greater number of communities, followed by RECB which generates lesser communities than CB but higher than number of ground truth communities. This is due to emphasis on small strong community discovery strategy. The LCB and OCB algorithms tend to generate fewer communities.
Size of community -The size of community discovered by RECB is exactly equal to value of N s that is ideal. Any larger or smaller community indicates that either algorithm is too relaxing or algorithm is heuristic and does not explore properly to find only sub-optimal results. ICB and RECB are good choice when strong communities which are rather small in size are to be discovered.
CD of largest community -Chromatic density of communities discovered by RECB is at ideal value of 2. Every other algorithm has a lower value.
CCR of largest community -Value of chromatic cut ratio is not consistent in performance. It is lower for LCB and OCB but not much higher in ICB and RECB too. Only CB gives high values of chromatic cut ratio because of its probabilistic nature. The communities discovered by CB are not isolated enough from other vertices.
CC of largest community -RECB consistently ha lowest value of chromatic conductance in each set of experiments. It indicates presence of very strong communities in output of RECB.
Other interpretations -LCB and OCB are recommended when largest possible community from a network is to be extracted. CB is very probabilistic and does not guarantee quality but is quickest. It can be opted when quality can be compromised for just detection purpose in less time.
CONCLUSIONS
Community detection in social networks has several applications, which is aptly described by chromatic model of multiple relationships among entities. Major contributions of this paper are related to this model. Three performance metrics, namely Chromatic density, chromatic cut ratio and chromatic conductance are proposed for thorough analysis of quality of output of chromatic clustering algorithms. Secondly, a synthetic data generator that generates sparse networks with few dense and strong communities is suggested. Five algorithms (CB, ICB, LCB, OCB and RECB) for chromatic correlation clustering are evaluated based on proposed metrics.
The study finds RECB most suitable for discovering strong communities.
FUTURE WORK
Efforts to combine the individual community metrics into a global metric for entire network that can be output by a community detection algorithm is an open problem right now. Extending the proposed chromatic correlation metrics to multichromatic clustering problem can also be addressed in future.
